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Abstract—The iterative decoding structure and component
maximum a posteriori decoders used for decoding binary concate-
nated codes can be extended to the nonbinary domain. This paper
considers turbo codes over nonbinary rings, specifically ternary,
quaternary, penternary, hexernary, and octernary codes. The
best rate-1/2 component codes are determined using a practical
search algorithm. The performance of the resulting rate-1/3 turbo
codes on an additive white Gaussian noise channel using -ary
phase-shift keying modulation is given.
Index Terms—Nonbinary turbo codes, ring codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
I T has been demonstrated that turbo codes, a class of par-allel concatenated codes [1], provide near-capacity perfor-
mance at low signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Practical decoding
is possible because the concatenated code structure allows for
near-maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoding via an iterative de-
coder [1], [2].
The vast majority of turbo-code research considers binary
component codes concatenated via a random bit interleaver
(e.g., [1] and [3]–[5]). In this letter, we consider turbo codes
constructed from nonbinary component codes concatenated via
a random symbol interleaver and mapped onto the appropriate
phase-shift keying (PSK) constellation for transmission through
the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. The use
of -ary PSK such that the constellation size is matched to the
size of the ring has two useful features. First, it results in coded
signals that achieve high code diversity on fading channels [6],
while retaining good bandwidth efficiency. Second, particularly
in the special cases of , it leads to codes that are
inherently rotationally invariant, as can be easily seen from the
state diagrams of the codes. In these cases, the mapping of bits
to symbols is somewhat more complicated, but that appears to
be a minor penalty.
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Let be the ring of integers mod . It is well known that
for , prime, an integer, a field with elements ex-
ists, . If is prime, . For , there are two
additional commutative rings other than and , namely,
and [7]. Ring convolutional codes with
nonbinary modulation have been considered by Rimoldi and
Li [8], Yang and Taylor [9], and Karam et al. [10]. In addi-
tion, Chen et al. constructed ring codes for use with 6-PSK
[11]. However, only White and Costello [17] consider the de-
sign of component codes for nonbinary turbo codes, and then
just for and . In addition, only results for noncoherent
-ary frequency-shift keying ( -FSK) modulation are pre-
sented. Ghrayeb and Abualrub [18] use the component codes
from [17] to compare parallel and serial concatenated turbo
codes with quaternary phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulation.
Results are given for punctured codes of rates 1/2 or higher.
In this letter, we consider the construction of turbo codes for
, and present the first systematic construction of
component codes for -PSK modulation.
In the next section, we discuss the construction and decoding
of nonbinary turbo codes. We then investigate the code parame-
ters that good component codes possess, find sets of such codes,
and present the performance of some nonbinary turbo codes.
II. NONBINARY TURBO CODES
The encoder structure considered is identical to that used for
binary turbo codes, except that all operations are on symbols
from a ring of of size . The source provides a random stream
of -ary symbols which are divided up into frames of sym-
bols. These symbols could be derived from a binary source in a
number of ways. The symbols in each frame are encoded using
a rate-1/2 recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder to
produce one set of parity symbols. The systematic symbols are
then randomly permuted or interleaved, and passed through a
second RSC encoder to provide a second set of parity symbols.
If the systematic symbols and both sets of parity symbols are
transmitted, the overall code rate is 1/3. We do not consider
punctured codes here, as our aim is a performance comparison
with different component codes.
The transmission scheme considered is -ary PSK, where is
the size of the ring considered. For example, penternary codes
constructed over the field are transmitted using 5-PSK. At the
receiver, the demodulator calculates soft probabilities ,
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, for each received symbol, where is the re-
ceived signal point, and the are each of the possible trans-
mitted constellation points. These probabilities are then passed
to the iterative decoder.
In [12], Berkmann describes nonbinary iterative decoding.
The block structure of the decoder used is identical to that of
a standard binary iterative decoder. In binary iterative decoding,
probability information is passed between the constituent de-
coders in the form of a time-indexed vector of log-likelihood
ratios (LLRs). For nonbinary codes, a set of ratios is required to
represent the probabilities associated with each symbol in the
frame. Apart from the necessity to consider sets of ratios for
each received symbol, the iterative process proceeds in an iden-
tical fashion to the binary case.
There is nothing inherently binary in the Bahl–Cocke–Je-
linek–Raviv (BJCR) algorithm [14], so it can be used without
modification for nonbinary codes. Each component decoder
takes as its input the a priori probabilities for each of the infor-
mation symbols , and the transmission probabilities
for both the systematic and parity code symbols and
, where and are systematic and parity points
from the -ary PSK transmission constellation, and and
are the received systematic and parity signal points. In return,
the decoder calculates the MAP probabilities .
III. CHOOSING COMPONENT CODES
To obtain good performance, it is necessary to choose good
component codes from the set of all possible RSC codes with
a particular rate and memory order. Benedetto and Montorsi
[3], and later Benedetto et al. [4], address this problem in the
binary context. They demonstrate that the component codes
must be recursive for the interleaver to provide significant gain.
Specifically, no interleaver gain is possible for the weight-one
error events present in all nonrecursive codes, whereas for
weight-two error events, the interleaver provides a gain of
, where is the interleaver length. Weight-two
error events are the smallest possible if a recursive component
code is used. A consequence of this is that the lowest output
parity weight possible from a weight-two input to the
component encoder is the dominant parameter determining
turbo code error-floor performance. This is because the in-
terleaver provides more gain for higher weight sequences. In
fact, this is why codes with less than the maximum possible
minimum distance can give the best performance in the water-
fall or low-SNR region, provided that the minimum-distance
codewords correspond to input sequences of weight greater
than two (in the waterfall region, the dynamics of iterative
decoding are more important than minimum distance).
It is also argued in [3] and [4] that the denominator poly-
nomial of the function specifying the nonsystematic output of
a component code should be primitive (the polynomial should
have the largest possible order). This maximizes the length of
the shortest error event possible from a weight-two input, thus
making it easier to choose a denominator polynomial that max-
imizes . Also by maximizing this length, the number of
weight-two events that can be present in a single frame is min-
imized.
In [3], the best codes are determined using a metric that
first maximizes and then has the best bit-error rate (BER)
performance bound. In [4], a simpler, and therefore, more easily
computed, metric is employed that considers the weight and
multiplicity of codewords generated by low-weight inputs. We
adapt the latter metric (described below) and associated search
algorithm to find good nonbinary rate-1/2 RSC component
codes for turbo codes using -PSK modulation.
Considering the input–output weight enumerating function
(IOWEF) for all possible rate-1/2 RSC component codes with
the desired parameters, we choose the codes that first maximize
the minimum output weight possible from a weight-two input,
and second, minimize the multiplicity of these low-weight out-
puts. Next, we consider weight-three and higher inputs, and, if
necessary, the second-lowest output weight due to weight-two
inputs, etc., until the best codes have been identified. Depending
on the situation, this metric may be computed using either Ham-
ming or Euclidean weights.
A. The Search Algorithm
Practical considerations prevent the complete IOWEF of can-
didate component codes from being determined for any reason-
able frame length. However, as we are only interested in the
portion of the IOWEF resulting from low-weight inputs, the fol-
lowing method can be used to approximately apply the metric.
1) Cycle through each input weight , starting with
and continuing until enough information is gained to
separate all the possible component codes into sets with
identical IOWEFs.
2) For each , generate all possible input sequences of this
weight that have a “1” in the first position, and length less
than some reasonable length .
3) Pass each of these sequences through the component en-
coder. If the encoder terminates in the zero state, and
if the zero state was not reentered and left again during
the sequence, then increment the appropriate term in the
IOWEF.
Essentially, what these steps do is enumerate all the simple
error events of length that are generated from low-weight
inputs. This approximate IOWEF is then used to determine the
best codes.
The justification for considering only simple error events
which diverge immediately is made in Benedetto et al. [4], and
stems from the bounding method in [3], which only assumes
knowledge of the WEF of the associated convolutional code,
and estimates the additional multiplicities from this.
IV. A LOWER BOUND ON
The dominant component of our chosen metric is ,
the minimum output parity weight due to a weight-two input.
Benedetto and Montorsi [3] prove that in the binary case,
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TABLE I
BEST TERNARY RATE-1/2 COMPONENT CODES
considering Hamming distance, there exist rate-1/2 RSC codes
with memory order that achieve
(1)
and furthermore, they state that this is the maximum pos-
sible. The generalization of this bound to nonbinary codes is
given in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Consider the rate-1/2 -ary convolutional en-
coders defined over with memory and generator matrix
, where is a primitive polynomial.
Then there exists at least one encoder such that
(2)
where is the degree of . In this case, has the form
, , .
Proof: Let . Assuming has
degree , we first prove that all polynomials
with yield a value of strictly less than the
right-hand side of (2).
Since is primitive, it is the generator polynomial of an
( , ) constacyclic Hamming code over [15]. In ad-
dition, , , , a primitive element
in , must be the shortest weight-two inputs that pro-
duce finite weight-error events, and these error events must be
the lowest weight possible from a weight-two input. Moreover,
the quotient obtained from the division of ( ) by
is the generator polynomial of the dual ( , ) constacyclic
code . The products
are codewords of this code, in which all codewords (except the
all-zero codeword) have the same weight , which is
strictly less than (2). This completes the first part of the proof.
To increase the value of , we must increase the degree
of to . We now prove that there exist polynomials
of the form that can achieve (2).
Split as
, and consider that the products
and are codewords of . Furthermore,
as has the form ( ), must have
the form ( ), and the form
( ), .
The product represents a (nonconstacyclic) shift of
one position to the left of . Since the constant weight code
Fig. 1. Performance results for ternary turbo codes.
Fig. 2. Symbol-to-symbol distances for various n-PSK constellations.
is constacyclic, and has degree , the word repre-
sented by coincides with a codeword of except for
the most significant symbol ( corresponding to the power )
and the least significant symbol (a “0” instead of , which
would follow from a constacyclic shift of the codeword ).
Thus, summing the words represented by and
yields, for the powers from up to , part of a codeword
of . This portion of the codeword will have weight , pro-
vided that . As to the remaining powers,
contributes one to the weight, and adds another one, since
has a least significant bit equal to , whereas this bit
in is 0.
This theorem means that we only need examine codes which
achieve this bound. In fact, was the maximum
achievable by all codes presented here. Note that this theorem
applies only to Hamming distance.
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TABLE II
BEST RATE-1/2 RSC CODES FOUND USING THE PAIRWISE OPTIMIZATION CRITERION AND HAMMING OR EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES WITH NATURAL MAPPING
V. RESULTS
A. Ternary Codes
Table I presents the best ternary component codes found using
the method presented in Section III. The notation used to de-
scribe a particular encoder is , where and
are coefficients of the numerator and denominator of the non-
systematic portion of the encoder matrix , giving
(3)
The bold , pairs in the table are the Hamming weight and
multiplicity of the lowest weight parity sequences possible from
a weight- information sequence. The second (indented) ,
pair are the weight and multiplicity of the next lowest weight
parity sequences possible.
For example, consider row two of the table, which lists the
best nine-state ternary component code. The minimum parity
weight possible from a weight-two input is five, and there are
two different weight-two inputs that will give this output weight.
The next lowest parity weight possible from a weight-two input
is eight, and again, there are two different inputs that will give
this parity weight.
As expected, all codes in the table achieve .
The performance of rate-1/3 turbo codes based on the com-
ponent codes in Table I is presented in Fig. 1. The frames con-
tained 1000 data symbols, and the parity sequences were ter-
minated using the method described in [5]. An -random in-
terleaver was used, with [16]. Transmission was over
an AWGN channel using 3-PSK modulation. 10 decoder itera-
tions were performed, and the simulation was stopped when 50
frames containing errors had been received.
These results show that as one would expect, a turbo code
based on the single memory element component code performs
poorly. However, the nine-state code provides a turbo code with
Fig. 3. Performance results for quaternary turbo codes.
excellent performance. Note that the 27-state code has worse
performance than the nine-state code.
B. Quaternary Codes
For quaternary codes, we consider , , , and
. With 4-PSK modulation, the distance between any two
constellation points is not a constant, and so, Euclidean distance
is no longer equivalent to Hamming distance. The distances in
the constellations for 2-PSK, 3-PSK, 4-PSK, and 5-PSK are
illustrated in Fig. 2. denotes the minimum Euclidean dis-
tance between constellation points. For convenience, we define
.
Table II presents the best codes found when considering
Hamming distance with natural mapping (symbols in numer-
ical order 0, 1, 2, 3), over . As in the previous tables, the ,
are the minimum Hamming parity weight and associated
multiplicity for inputs of weight .
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TABLE III
BEST AND RATE-1/2 RSC CODES FOUND USING THE PAIRWISE OPTIMIZATION CRITERION AND EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES WITH NATURAL MAPPING
The 4- and 16-state codes identified by White and Costello
[17] have the same parameters as the codes listed in Table II. In
this case, the aim was to find good component codes for turbo
codes using noncoherent FSK modulation. Their 64-state code
is not included, as it was eliminated by the greater depth of our
search.
Note that each of the codes listed represents a set of three mul-
tiplicatively equivalent codes, as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Over any field , the set of codes
have identical Hamming
weight spectra.
Proof: Over division is defined, and hence, we can see
from the code-transfer function that if an input applied to
the code generates the output , then when
the input is applied to the codes , the
output will be . Clearly, as we are only considering Ham-
ming weight, the outputs and will have identical weight.
This is true for all inputs , thus the codes
will have the same weight spectrum.
The use of a 4-PSK constellation means that the errors
between different symbols are not equally likely. Because of
this, codes obtained using a Euclidean distance metric will
provide component codes more suited to the modulation.
Table II presents the best Euclidean distance codes over for
the natural symbol to constellation mapping. In this case, the
are the lowest, second lowest, and third lowest Euclidean parity
weights possible from inputs with Hamming weight .
Codes were also found over the three rings , , and
. In all of these cases, the codes identified had lower
distances than those found over . One reason for this is the
fact that the maximum order of a polynomial of degree over
is larger than the corresponding maximum order over the other
rings. In addition, because of the multiplicative equivalence of
the best codes identified, identical codes were found using the
other symbol to constellation mappings (0, 1, 3, 2 and 0, 2, 1, 3).
The performance of the rate-1/3 turbo codes based on the
best 4- and 16–state codes is presented in Fig. 3. The channel
and other parameters are the same as for the ternary codes. Be-
Fig. 4. Performance results for penternary turbo codes.
cause binary information can easily be represented using qua-
ternary symbols (two bits per symbol), the BERs are plotted in
addition to the symbol-error rates. For each point, all possible
digit-to-symbol (constellation) mappings were tried. For all but
two high-SNR points, the standard Gray mapping gave the best
performance.
Compared with the symbol-based turbo code presented in
[19], the 4-state code provides slightly better performance,
while the 16-state code is 1.0 dB better at a BER of (note
that the blocklength in [19] is smaller).
C. Penternary Codes
Table III presents the best Euclidean distance codes over
for the natural symbol-to-constellation mapping. The perfor-
mance of the rate-1/3 turbo codes based on the best 5- and
25-state codes is presented in Fig. 4. The channel and other
parameters are the same as for the ternary codes, except for
the final point on the 25-state curve, which represents only 13
frames in error.
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TABLE IV
BEST RATE-1/2 RSC CODES FOUND USING THE PAIRWISE OPTIMIZATION CRITERION AND HAMMING OR EUCLIDEAN DISTANCES WITH NATURAL MAPPING
D. Hexernary and Octernary Codes
The last sets of codes we present are for and . Table III
lists the best 6- and 36–state codes found over when con-
sidering Euclidean distance and the natural symbol-to-constel-
lation mapping for 6-PSK. Table IV lists the best Hamming and
Euclidean distance codes over . The codes obtained for the
Hamming distance have the same parameters as those given
by White and Costello [17], and, as expected, they achieve the
bound calculated in Section IV.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have identified good rate-1/2 component codes for use
in nonbinary codes, based on the response of these codes to
low-weight inputs. Additionally, we have obtained a bound on
an important component code parameter, , for codes over
any field . The performance results show that, in particular, a
turbo code based on 9-state ternary component codes performs
very well.
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